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Abstract

A model for bimetallic Co–Pd systems known to be active as Fischer–Tropsch catalysts has been constructed and

studied under ultra-high vacuum conditions with respect to its adsorption and reaction properties. It was previously

shown that subsequent deposition of Pd and Co results in the formation of core-shell structures; the morphology of the

bimetallic particles can be controlled taking advantage of the different nucleation and growth behavior of Pd and Co. In

this study, the reactive properties of pristine and oxidized bimetallic Co–Pd particles with O2, CO, D2, C2D4, and C2H4

have been investigated using temperature programmed desorption and reaction spectroscopy. Hydrogen and CO ad-

sorption is facile on the non-oxidized particles, but is severely inhibited on the oxidized particles. Ethylene binds to the

non-oxidized particles in p-bonded and di-r-bonded configurations and dehydrogenates to form ethylidyne. In con-

trast, on the oxidized particles, only the p-bonded species is formed. To slightly different degrees, the bimetallic or

monometallic particles are active for ethylene hydrogenation; the oxidized particles are essentially non-active for

ethylene hydrogenation.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Iron and cobalt-based catalysts were originally

found in 1926 to produce gasoline from syngas

(CO+H2) in what is now termed the Fischer–

Tropsch (F–T) process [1]. Although Ni [2] and Ru

[3] are also active in the conversion of syngas to

hydrocarbons, most catalysts still use Co or Fe [4].
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Pichler [5] noted that active F–T catalysts were ac-

tive for hydrogenation reactions and were capable

of metal–carbonyl bond formation. Fe-based F–T

catalysts generally have a higher activity towards

the water-gas shift reaction than Co, making Fe-

based catalysts more suited to process CO-rich

syngas produced from coal while Co-based cata-

lysts are more suited to process H2-rich syngas
produced from natural gas. Thus, recent efforts to

produce diesel fuel from natural gas have focused

on Co-based catalysts [4].

Many detailed reaction mechanisms for the

hydrocarbon-chain building F–T reaction have

been proposed, and there has been considerable
ed.
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debate over them [4,6]. One general mechanistic

category suggests that CO units are built into a

chain, with the oxygen atom being removed only

after the unit is added. This is termed the surface

carbonate mechanism, and is thought to operate

on Fe catalysts [6]. Another model suggests that
CH2 units are built on the surface before becoming

polymerized into a chain, whose end CH2 unit is

fixed to the surface [4]. This second mechanism is a

version of the surface-carbide mechanism and is

thought to occur on Co catalysts [6].

Notably, the conversion of methane to higher

hydrocarbons [7] and hydrogenation of CO [8–10]

shows greater reactivity on Co–Pd bimetallic
supported catalysts than either metal alone. It has

been proposed that the additional Pd facilitates the

adsorption of H2, which spills over and reduces

CoO formed during the reaction [7–15].

In order to shed more light on the adsorption

and reaction properties of Co–Pd bimetallic par-

ticles, we have conducted a corresponding model

study under ultra-high vacuum conditions using
CO, D2, C2D4, and C2H4 as adsorbates.

In this context, it is interesting to note that the

adsorption of ethylene may be used to model

Fischer–Tropsch intermediates because it forms

ethylidyne which is similar to the intermediate pro-

posed for the surface-carbide mechanism of the

Fischer–Tropsch reaction. On Pd surfaces [16,17],

the adsorption of ethylene results in a p-bonded
state at low temperature which then converts to a

di-r bonded state at intermediate temperature.

Around room temperature, there is a hydrogen re-

arrangement and elimination, resulting in a (CH3–

C�) species, called ethylidyne, bound to the surface
by the triple bond. The eliminated H may then hy-

drogenate another ethylene molecule––a process

called self-hydrogenation––or recombine with an-
other H atom to form H2, which desorbs. On sup-

ported Pd particles, both p-bonded and di-r bonded

ethylene have been detected at 90 K. Also in this

case, heating to 300 K resulted in the formation of

ethylidyne [18]. At higher temperatures, the ethyli-

dyne decomposes to surface-carbon, resulting in the

further desorption of H2. Ethylidyne is similarly

formed on Co surfaces [16].
Apart from the pristine systems, experiments

with particles exposed to oxygen have been carried
out, in order to investigate the influence of oxide

phases formed during the F–T process. Here, it is

important to know that CoO is formed immedi-

ately at 300 K on close-packed Co(0 0 0 1) [19,20].

On Co(1 0)1 0), ordered structures of adsorbed

oxygen are formed at different coverages [21]
which lead to surface reconstructions. The inter-

action of oxygen with Co is strong enough that

oxygen either goes sub-surface or reconstructs the

surface at low pressures; thus we refer to the oxy-

gen treated Co particles as CoO in the following

[22]. In contrast to Co, Pd does not form an oxide

as readily [23–27], but does easily form a chemi-

sorbed p(2 · 2) oxygen overlayer on the (1 1 1) face
[26,28]. For this reason, we will refer to the Pd

particles as being oxygen-covered.

The preparation and structural properties of the

model systems used in this study are well known.

The growth and morphology of Pd [29], Co [30] and

Co–Pd bimetallic [31] particles deposited on a thin

alumina film [32] grown on NiAl(1 1 0) have been

characterized previously in detail. STM images
show that at 300 K the majority of Pd particles

nucleate and grow at antiphase and reflection do-

main boundaries of the alumina film [29]. Closer

inspection of the triangular-shaped Pd particles re-

vealed a crystalline structure with (1 1 1) faces ter-

minating the aggregates [33]. In contrast, pure Co

nucleates at point defects of the alumina film under

these conditions, as shown by STM [22,34]. Here,
no indications of crystalline order were detected. At

temperatures above 300 K, where Co atoms on the

surface are more mobile, nucleation increasingly

occurs at line defects [30]; in general, Co atoms are

less mobile than Pd atoms on the alumina substrate

due to a stronger metal–substrate interaction [30].

Whereas Pd preferentially nucleates on Co particles

previously deposited on the alumina surface [31],
evaporated Co metal nucleates at point defects be-

tween as well as on top of Pd particles previously

deposited on the alumina surface and nucleated at

line defects [31], because it is less mobile. Thus, se-

quential deposition of Co and Pd results in a core-

shell structure, where the second metal deposited

forms the shell (see sketches in Fig. 1).

In addition to the structural characterization,
first TPD results regarding the interaction of CO

with the Co–Pd model systems have been pub-



Fig. 1. TPD of CO from the pristine, ethylidyne-covered, and oxygen treated Co–Pd particles.
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lished recently [31]. Briefly, the binding energy of

CO to both Pd and Co sites is lowered by the

presence of the other metal. The preferred CO-

adsorption site on each metal is different: atop sites

in the case of Co and 3-fold hollow sites in the case

of Pd. Co-atop sites are better preserved at various

bimetallic compositions because they are statisti-

cally less vulnerable than the Pd 3-fold hollow
sites. The CO-adsorption study and a brief calcu-

lation based on particle shape indicate that 1 �AA Co

forms an incomplete shell on top of 2 �AA Pd when

deposited at 300 K and vice versa.
2. Experimental

The experimental apparatus used in this study

has been described in detail elsewhere [35]. Briefly,

it consists of a commercially built analysis cham-

ber (Omicron) with an AFM/STM stage, as well as
XPS and LEED. Coupled to the analysis chamber

by a transfer system is a preparation chamber

containing Pd and Co metal evaporators, and fa-

cilities for sputtering, gas dosing, and TPD mea-

surements. The base pressures in the analysis and

preparation chamber are 1 · 10�11 and 1 · 10�10
mbar, respectively. The metal evaporators were

calibrated both with a quartz microbalance in a
different chamber and the STM in the analysis

chamber. The average thickness of the film is

herein given in �AA, where 1 ML is equivalent to 2.03
�AA Co or 2.25 �AA Pd. The notation ‘‘2 �AA Co parti-

cles’’ will be used to denote an ensemble of Co

particles forming an average thickness of 2 �AA,
though each particle has roughly the shape of a

hemisphere with an average diameter of 27 �AA and
an average height of 13 �AA [31]. The NiAl(1 1 0)

crystal was cleaned by cycles of Arþ sputtering,

and an Al2O3 film was prepared by previously

described methods [29,32].
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During TPD measurements, the sample––pris-

tine or oxygen treated with 30 L O2 at 300 K––was

exposed to ethylene, deuterium, or CO at 100 K

and then placed less than 1 mm away from the

differentially pumped cap of the quadrupole mass

spectrometer. The sample was heated by radiation
from a tungsten filament mounted directly behind

it. The temperature ramp was accurately pro-

grammed with a controller and power supply from

H. Schlichting. Blank TPD measurements from

the oxide film without deposited metal particles

showed that desorption of small amounts of

masses 2, 16, 18, 28, 32, and 44 below 150 K were

due to desorption from the heating filament; these
signals were at least an order of magnitude smaller

than those resulting from desorption from the

metal particles. The gases investigated do not ad-

sorb on the pristine alumina film above 90 K. In

the figures showing TPD of C2H4 with the co-

evolution of H2, we have subtracted the cracking

pattern contribution of C2H4 to the H2 signal.
3. Results and discussion

The adsorption of CO on pristine Co–Pd bi-
metallic particles has been previously studied [31];

the relevant data are reproduced in Fig. 1. On 2 �AA
Co particles, CO desorbs first from a higher-cov-

erage state at about 277 K (further details will be

discussed elsewhere), and then from atop sites at

about 393 K. In contrast to Co, CO is most

strongly bound to 3-fold hollow sites on Pd, from
which it desorbs at about 444 K. On the bimetallic

particles, the desorption temperature of CO is

lowered to about 352 K when 1 �AA Co is covering

2 �AA Pd particles, and to about 340 K when 1 �AA Pd

is covering 2 �AA Co particles. In the case of the

bimetallic particles, the lower temperature peak is

broad and may represent desorption from more

than one state.
A pre-exposure of oxygen changes the adsorp-

tion behavior of CO on the pristine and bimetallic

particles. The TPD spectrum of CO from 2 �AA Co

particles which had previously been exposed to

30 L O2 at 300 K shows only a smaller, broad peak

around 200 K in contrast to the sharper desorp-

tion peak around 390 K for the pristine particles
(Fig. 1). The surface of the Co particles appears to

be mostly oxidized after this exposure, and the

interaction of CO with the CoO layer is weak, as

expected for an oxide [36]. Nothing of the original

desorption feature from Co-atop sites at 390 K is

observed for the oxidized particles.
In contrast, a fully developed oxide layer does

not form [23–27] at these temperatures on the 2 �AA
Pd particles, which are composed of mostly (1 1 1)

faces [33]. Rather, a chemisorbed p(2 · 2)-O over-

layer is formed on the Pd(1 1 1) faces [26,28] which

does not desorb below 700 K [26]. The desorption

of CO from Pd 3-fold sites at 440 K is retained,

though it is attenuated on the oxygen-covered Pd
particles (Fig. 1). It has been shown that on

Pd(1 1 1), pre-existing p(2 · 2)-oxygen overlayers

compress into (
p
3�p

3)R30-O islands when CO

is co-adsorbed; the additional CO forms separate

islands of (
p
3�p

3)R30-CO rather than a mixed

overlayer. Thus, it is reasonable to expect a re-

duced carrying capacity for CO on the oxygen-

precovered Pd particles.
In the case of the bimetallic particles, CO ad-

sorption is largely blocked by chemisorbed oxygen

similarly to the case of the pure Co particles (Fig.

1). A subsequent coverage of 1 �AA Pd is not enough

to completely cover 2 �AA Co particles, as would be

expected from a simple geometrical calculation or

previous TPD studies [31]. When 1 �AA Co is cov-

ering 2 �AA Pd, the Co shell also appears to be fully
oxidized, again resulting in the suppression of CO-

adsorption except for a signal at low temperature.

It is possible that the desorption of CO around 130

K from the bimetallic particles is from CO bound

to Pd-atop sites, which we would expect to be most

resistant to oxygen-adsorption. Desorption of CO

from Pd 3-fold hollow sites is not observed in the

case of the pristine or the oxidized particles due to
the strong ensemble effect expected for the bime-

tallic particles [31].

The interaction of hydrogen with the pure and

bimetallic particles is dependent on the bimetallic

composition, as demonstrated by TPD (Fig. 2).

We have used deuterium in place of hydrogen in

order to avoid detecting absorbed or sub-surface

hydrogen already present from the background
gases. On unoxidized 2 �AA Co particles, desorption

peaks can be seen at 280 and 340 K. On the open



Fig. 2. TPD of D2 from the pristine (a) and oxygen treated particles (b). All curves in part (b) are on the same partial pressure scale.
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Co(1 0)1 0) face, hydrogen has been observed to
form an ordered c(2 · 4) overlayer at 0.5 ML, a

(2 · 1)p2 mg overlayer at 1 ML, and cause a re-

construction at a saturation coverage of 1.5 ML

[37]. In contrast to Pd, hydrogen does not form a

sub-surface species on the open face of Co [37].

The two desorption peaks in Fig. 2a are most

likely due to the depopulation of one adsorbate

phase after the another, though the structure on
the particles is probably not the same as on

Co(1 0)1 0). On the 2 �AA Pd particles, a broader

feature can be seen with a peak at 290 K; the de-

sorption before the peak temperature has previ-

ously been assigned to sub-surface hydrogen [38].

The interaction of surface-adsorbed hydrogen with

Co appears stronger than the interaction with Pd.

The high-temperature desorption feature of
hydrogen from Co is affected by the addition of

Pd. When 0.1 �AA Pd is deposited on top of 2 �AA Co

particles, the high-temperature desorption peak

from the 2 �AA Co particles is attenuated (Fig. 2a),

indicating that Pd adatoms suppress that adsorp-

tion state e.g. by site blocking or prevent the for-

mation of a higher-compression phase. Further,

when 1 �AA Pd forms a shell on top of 2 �AA Co
particles, the high-temperature feature present in

the desorption spectrum from 2 �AA Co particles is
almost completely suppressed. When 1 �AA Co forms
a shell on 2 �AA Pd particles, this feature is further

seen again, although in this case it may arise from

Co particles which have nucleated between existing

Pd particles and are thus made of pure Co. The

lower-temperature desorption feature of hydrogen

from 2 �AA Co particles does not appear to be af-

fected by the addition of 0.1 �AA Pd or 1 �AA Pd,

though it is certainly possible that different ad-
sorption states result in similar desorption tem-

peratures.

Sub-surface hydrogen adsorption is also af-

fected by the addition of Co to Pd particles. The

lower-temperature tail of hydrogen desorption

from pure Pd particles, attributable to sub-surface

hydrogen [38], is reduced by the addition of 1 �AA
Co to 2 �AA Pd particles (Fig. 2a). The desorption of
surface-bound hydrogen from Pd 3-fold sites also

seems to be reduced by the addition of 1 �AA Co to

2 �AA Pd particles; this could be explained by an

ensemble or site-blocking effect. Furthermore, sub-

surface hydrogen adsorption appears suppressed

when 1 �AA Pd is covering 2 �AA Co particles. Since

pure Co cannot carry sub-surface hydrogen [37],

this suggests that the bimetallic Co–Pd particles
have less carrying capacity for sub-surface hydro-

gen than does Pd alone.
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The interaction of hydrogen with the pure and

bimetallic particles is sensitive to the presence of

chemisorbed oxygen, as demonstrated by TPD

(Fig. 2b). When the particles were exposed to 30 L

of O2 at 300 K before the D2 dose and TPD

measurement, no D2 desorption was detected from
the 2 �AA Co particles or the 2 �AA Pd with a 1 �AA Co

shell on top (Fig. 2b). Only very small amounts of

D2 desorption were detected from the oxygen-

covered 2 �AA Pd particles (Fig. 2b); apparently,

hydrogen can still adsorb, to a limited extent, on

the particles having faces with ordered p(2 · 2)-O
overlayers. It is possible that the small amount of

hydrogen adsorption occurs at the particle edges or
boundary with the substrate, since we would expect

a larger amount if it were actually adsorbing

within the p(2 · 2)-O structure. A small amount of

D2 desorption was also detected from 2 �AA Co

particles covered with 1 �AA Pd at the same tem-

perature as the desorption from the pure 2 �AA Pd

particles. It is possible that this is also due to ad-

sorption of hydrogen on edges of the Pd. In con-
trast, no D2 desorption from 2 �AA Co was detected,

as we might expect from the fully oxidized Co

particles. However, it is slightly more surprising

that only 1 �AA Co added to 2 �AA Pd particles also

results in a complete suppression of D2 adsorption

when oxidized. Since Co nucleates not only on top

of existing Pd particles, but also between them, the

Pd particles are not fully covered with Co. Thus,
an incomplete layer of Co adatoms on top of

Pd particles is sufficient to completely suppress

adsorption of D2. The consequences of the two

experiments with bimetallic particles for the Fi-

scher–Tropsch reaction is that Pd added to the

Co-catalyst would have to be well exposed to the

surface in order to trap hydrogen and thereby fa-

cilitate reduction of CoO [7–15]. In none of the
cases was the evolution of deuterated water, a

possible reaction product, detected.

The adsorption of ethylene on the bimetallic

particles is not as drastically affected by previous

oxidative treatment as the adsorption of CO or H2.

The desorption of ethylene from 2 �AA Pd particles

results in a broad desorption feature (Fig. 3a),

which has previously been assigned to p-bonded
(T < 230 K) and di-r bonded (T � 270 K) ethyl-

ene [38]. It is possible that the broadness of the
peak results from these two binding modes at

different binding sites on the particles. At 300 K

there is desorption of H2 when ethylidyne is

formed from the di-r boned ethylene [38] on the

Pd particles. Further H2 desorption is due to the

stepwise decomposition of ethylidyne to surface
carbon. The desorption of ethylene from Co par-

ticles is similar to the desorption from Pd particles

in that there are a number of desorption states

which are followed by a liberation of H2 (Fig. 3a).

The liberation of H2 near 300 K is most likely due

to the formation of ethylidyne and subsequent

decomposition, the latter step occurring more

readily on Co particles than on Pd particles (Fig.
3a). When 1 �AA Pd is covering 2 �AA Co particles or

vice versa, there is also a desorption of ethylene

from p-bonded and di-r states, as well as the

evolution of hydrogen at 300 K. However, the

evolution of hydrogen, indicative of the formation

of ethylidyne, occurs at 277 K on the bimetallic

particles, rather than at 300 K, as on the pure Pd

particles or at 293 K as on the pure Co particles.
This small but clear difference indicates a facilita-

tion in the reaction of ethylene conversion to eth-

ylidyne on these non-oxidized bimetallic particles.

This suggests that the enhancement in F–T reac-

tivity of Co catalysts with added Pd may also be

due to properties other than CoO reduction.

On oxygen-covered Pd particles, the amount of

p-bonded ethylene remains the same as that on the
non-oxidized particles, while the relative amount

di-r bonded ethylene is reduced (Fig. 3b and c).

This is probably due to the site-blocking effect of

oxygen in Pd 3-fold sites [26,28]. There is a small

shoulder due to ethylene desorption around 270 K

(Fig. 3b) on the Pd particles suggesting that an

oxygen-overlayer on Pd particles hinders the for-

mation of di-r bonded ethylene but does not fully
suppress it. The desorption of ethylene at 270 K

followed by evolution of hydrogen at 300 K is

further reduced when the surface has been exposed

to D2 before being exposed to C2H4 (Fig. 3c). This

might be the result of a site blocking effect or due

to the fact that part of the ethylene is hydroge-

nated at lower temperature and thus not available

for ethylidyne formation.
On the oxidized Co particles and bimetallic

Co–Pd particles, the amount of adsorption into



Fig. 3. TPD of C2H4 from the pristine (a) and oxygen treated particles (b, c) resulting in the evolution of both C2H4 and H2 from the

surface. The spectra shown in part (c) have been obtained after dosing D2, before C2H4 exposure. The H2 signal has been corrected for

the cracking contribution of C2H4 in all cases, and is plotted on a different scale. In case of the spectra in part (b), the surface was only

heated to 320 K, because the attempt at forming ethylidyne was used for a subsequent experiment. Desorption of H2O (b) or D2, H2O,

or D2O (c) was not observed.
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the p-bonded state is roughly the same as on the

non-oxidized particles, but the formation of di-r
bonded ethylene is fully suppressed. A pre-dose of
D2 before the ethylene TPD on the oxidized Co

and Co–Pd bimetallic particles (Fig. 3c) makes no

difference to the ethylene desorption spectrum,

because the D2 cannot adsorb on these particles

(Fig. 2b), excepting Pd-covered Co; in the latter

case, however, the amount of D2 adsorption was

shown to be low.

An attempt was made at reducing the oxidized
particles through a TPD of ethylene up to 320 K.

However, the second TPD spectrum of ethylene

from the oxidized particles is similar to the first

(data not shown). This suggests that CoO cannot

be reduced by p-bonded olefins such as ethylene.

TPD of CO after a pre-dose of ethylene and

anneal to 320 K shows an attenuated and shifted

signal compared with the clean particles (Fig. 1).
The attenuation of the CO-desorption feature in

the pure and bimetallic particles suggests ethyli-

dyne has formed and is taking up space on the

surface. Further, the CO-desorption feature is

slightly shifted to higher binding energy, particu-
larly on the bimetallic particles, possibly being the

result of a favorable adsorbate–adsorbate inter-

action.
The hydrogenation of ethylene with pre-

adsorbed D2 was observed on the Co, Pd, and

bimetallic particles. Subtracting the background of

CO (�3 · 10�10 mbar) from the parent ion of eth-

ylene suggests that roughly 10% of the ethylene

was hydrogenated during the TPD measurement

in all cases. Fig. 4a shows the integrated mass to

charge ratio detected during the TPD normalized
to the overall signal from m=z ¼ 27. To be sure,

comparing these amounts is complex due to the

isomers they represent and also the overlapping

cracking patterns. Thus we intend for the data in

Fig. 4 only to show the general trends during hy-

drogenation on the different particle compositions.

Lower masses than m=z ¼ 32, which would suggest

the exchange of one or two hydrogen atoms with
deuterium or hydrogenation by hydrogen are the

most pronounced. In the latter case, the hydrogen

can come either from the C2H4 molecule (self-

hydrogenation) or from adsorption of H2 from the

background. Mass 32 represents C2H4D2, where



Fig. 4. Relative detected mass to charge ratios resulting from the reaction of D2 with C2H4 and C2D4, respectively, on the bimetallic

particles. The data were obtained in a multi-mass TPD experiment carried out in the temperature range from 100 to 500 K. In all cases,

some H2 was present in the background.
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the existing ethylene has been fully hydrogenated

by pre-existing deuterium on the surface. Inter-

estingly, the Co particles seem to be good for hy-

drogenation alone, and the Co–Pd bimetallic

combinations do not appear significantly better or

worse than the clean metals. There are significant

amounts of masses 33 through 36, indicating not

only the addition of deuterium, but also an ex-
change of surface deuterium with hydrogen from

the original C2H4 molecule before subsequent ad-

dition of deuterium to form ethane. In particular,

pure Co appears effective at exchanging a hydro-

gen atom for a deuterium before adding two more

deuterium atoms to form mass 33. An analogy

can be drawn with a previously proposed reaction

mechanism on Pt(1 1 1). The hydrogenation
mechanism on Pt(1 1 1) is believed to proceed first

through the hydrogenation of ethylene to surface-

bound ethyl (CH3CH2–) groups; the ethyl species

has been shown to undergo facile H–D exchange

before the second hydrogen is added and ethane

desorbs [39]. Both the exchange and hydrogena-

tion reactions are limited by the formation of ethyl
groups [39]. It is thus likely that a similar reaction

mechanism occurs on the Co, Pd, and bimetallic

supported particles. Note that it would not be

possible to draw this conclusion from the investi-

gation of C2D4 hydrogenation with D2.

The hydrogenation of fully deuterated ethylene

(C2D4) with pre-adsorbed D2 was also investigated

on the mono- and bimetallic particles. Fig. 4b
shows the detected mass to charge ratio during the

TPD normalized to the overall signal from

m=z ¼ 31. In this case as well, making a comparison

of amounts is difficult due to cracking patterns and

isomers. Most likely there is some adsorbed H on

the particles from the background, as indicated by

the detection of m=z ¼ 35 and 33. In the case of D2

reaction with C2D4 (Fig. 4b), the relative fraction of
C2D6 (m=z ¼ 36) is higher than in the case of D2

reaction with C2H4 (m=z ¼ 32, Fig. 4a), suggesting

that self-hydrogenation occurs in parallel with hy-

drogenation from the pre-adsorbed D2.

Fig. 5 shows temperature programmed reaction

spectra (TPRS) of C2D4 with pre-adsorbed D2 on

various surfaces. The desorption of ethylene (de-



Fig. 5. Temperature programmed reaction spectra of C2D4

after a pre-dose of D2; the sample was exposed to both gases at

100 K.
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tected as m=z ¼ 32) from the p-bonded configura-

tion is detected at approximately 130 and 200 K

for the Co, Pd, and the bimetallic particles. De-
sorption of ethylene from the di-r bonded con-

figuration is clearly observed at 265 K for the

bimetallic particles, but not so much from the pure

Pd or Co particles. For Pd, it has been shown that

the adsorption of H2 shifts some di-r bonded

ethylene to the p-bonded state [18,38]. On the pure
Co particles, fully deuterated ethane (C2D6)

evolves at 130 and 200 K, suggesting that the hy-
drogenation reaction occurred from the p-bonded
ethylene and the pre-adsorbed deuterium. These

reaction temperatures correspond with the two

desorption temperatures of p-bonded ethylene

from the Co particles and not with the desorption

temperatures of hydrogen. Pi-bonded ethylene is

regarded in the literature as the precursor to eth-

ylene hydrogenation [16,40]. On the pure Pd par-
ticles, though there is also desorption of ethylene

from the p-bonded state near 130 K, the hydro-

genation of ethylene mainly takes place concurrent

with the desorption of ethylene from the p-bonded
state at 200 K. If the hydrogenation reaction takes

place with sub-surface hydrogen coming to the

surface at 200 K on the Pd particles [38], the re-

action could only take place at 200 K, and not

concurrent with the lower-desorption state of

ethylene. Alternatively, it is possible that only the
more strongly bound p-bonded state is a precursor
to ethylene hydrogenation, or thirdly that the

higher temperature is required for mobility of one

of the precursors on the Pd particles. In any case,

the single possible temperature for hydrogenation

on the Pd particles contrasts the two possible hy-

drogenation temperatures on the Co particles.

On the bimetallic particles, the overall amount
of ethylene hydrogenation is slightly less than on

the pure Co or Pd particles (Fig. 5). When 1 �AA Pd

is covering 2 �AA Co particles, there is a small

amount of hydrogenation near 130 K, presumably

due to the Co underneath, but the majority of

hydrogenation occurs near 200 K, as it does on the

pure Pd particles. When 1 �AA Co is covering 2 �AA Pd,

there is more hydrogenation at 130 K than when
Co forms the core rather than the shell.

In contrast to the unoxidized particles, no re-

action was observed on the oxidized Co-contain-

ing particles when D2 was pre-dosed before an

ethylene TPD. Only a small trace of hydrogena-

tion was observed on the Pd particles, presumably

because a small amount of hydrogen was present

(see Fig. 2b). On the oxidized Co-containing par-
ticles, hydrogen adsorption is inhibited (Fig. 2b),

thus also inhibiting hydrogenation. In short, the

oxidized Co-containing particles are unreactive––

even when there is a partial Pd shell on top of

them, or a Pd core underneath a partial Co shell.

We were not able to detect any residual carbon

after CO-TPD measurements, suggesting there was

no appreciable dissociation of CO. Likewise, we
were not able to detect any reaction of H2 and CO

to CH4, H2O, CH3OH, or CO2 on the bimetallic

particles during sequential and simultaneous dosing

at 100K and heating to 530K in ultra-high vacuum.
4. Conclusions

The reactive properties of pristine and oxygen-

covered bimetallic Co–Pd particles have been
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investigated using TPD and TPRS. Hydrogen and

CO adsorption is facile on the non-oxidized parti-

cles, but is severely inhibited on the oxidized bi-

metallic and pure Co particles; Pd particles become

covered with a chemisorbed oxygen overlayer

which still allows a small amount of H2 adsorption.
This suggests that oxidized Co or Co–Pd particles

should be less active than unoxidized ones in the

Fischer–Tropsch conversion of CO+H2 to higher

hydrocarbons because CO and H2 cannot adsorb.

The interaction of ethylene with the bimetallic Co–

Pd particles is similar to the interaction of ethylene

with Pd or Co particles, where it is p-bonded below
230 K and di-r bonded from�230 to 270 K. At 270
K it begins to desorb or decompose to form eth-

ylidyne, liberating hydrogen. In contrast, on the

oxidized Co-containing particles, ethylene is only

able to adsorb in the p-bonded state and formation
of the di-r bonded state, and thus also the forma-

tion of ethylidyne, is inhibited. To slightly different

degrees, the bimetallic or monometallic particles are

active for ethylene hydrogenation; the oxidized
particles are essentially non-active for ethylene hy-

drogenation. These reactive studies indicate that the

reduction of CoO to the metal could be of prime

importance for the Fischer–Tropsch reaction.
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